Looking for a collaborator?
Do you want to know what biomedical research is being conducted at the University of Pittsburgh on a given topic?

Using the NIH Reporter tool (https://projectreporter.nih.gov/reporter.cfm), you can generate a list of all grants awarded to the University of Pittsburgh. You can also search grant title, abstracts, or project terms for a keyword (or set of key words); see below.

To generate a list of awards to the University of Pittsburgh:
First, go to https://projectreporter.nih.gov/reporter.cfm.

In the search box at the top under “Location,” click “Select” which will open a new window. Unclick “All,” click on “Pennsylvania.” Click “Select.”

In the search box at the top under “Organization Type,” click “Select” which will open a new window. Click “Domestic Higher Education (DHE),” then click “Select.”
Once both the Location and Organization Type have been selected, click on “Submit Query” in the main search box.

Scroll down the list of organizations and click “University of Pittsburgh at Pittsburgh.”
Click “Data” in the list of options directly below the main search box. This will give you a list of all awards to Pitt.
How to Search Pitt’s Active NIH Grants For Key Words

Go to https://projectreporter.nih.gov/reporter.cfm.
In the Organization search box, enter University of Pittsburgh at Pittsburgh.

Scroll down to the Text Search section of the screen. Enter the search term (or terms, using “and”/“or,” as appropriate). Make sure “Search in Projects” is checked. Check (any or all) “Limit Project Search to: Project Title, Project Terms, Project Abstracts.” Here we’ve used the search terms genomics “and” proteomics and selected all limit project search options.
Hit “submit query” at the top or bottom of the page.

Note: it may take some time before the results are returned. Be patient!